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1. INTRODUCTION
The health systems and institutions in European countries (and beyond) are confronted
by a number of new challenges and requirements due to worldwide trends and developments in our modern times. The ageing of the population and the continuous increase of life expectancy are certainly the most positive result of modern medicine,
but at the same time the steadily increasing numbers of older people requiring multiple forms of medical treatment, rehabilitation and care create massive challenges
for health systems, in terms of their planning and financing. This change and in fact
the reversal of the age pyramid in most of European countries is leading to unprecedented demands being placed on health systems and health providers.
Moreover the developments in modern times around the
possibilities offered by information technology have led to
the fact that treatment and the management of diseases
is becoming more professional and is of a higher quality. At
the same time modern information and communication
technologies, especially around the internet and its modern forms with social web and communication, have dramatically changed the position and role of health experts,
doctors, physicians and health care staff.
Currently in Europe it is estimated that around 50% of Europeans look for health information on the internet, and in the USA a survey has shown that nearly 60% of people frequently search for health information on the internet. “Doctor Internet” has become the
most important and most frequently consulted doctor for Europeans! Of course providers
are reacting to this particular demand and are offering online consultations with doctors,
chat rooms with health professionals and even online medical services by doctors from
different European countries.
When analysing the developments in modern information and communication technology
within health systems it turns out that some European countries already have quite technically advanced systems in place, or at least they
are under development (e.g. Sweden, Finland etc.),
allowing online medical consultation with one’s own
local doctor and the sending of prescriptions to
pharmacies, all with the full protection of patients’
privacy. Other countries are just experimenting with
possible solutions or have so far not even started
to consider the potential of online communication
between health systems and patients to improve the
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quality of their services. Often strict data and privacy protection laws, ethical and also forensic considerations get in the way of such developments. Lobbying and arguments from
different professional groups fearing the loss of their rights and power are equally important in slowing down these development processes.
However, in today’s Europe it is impossible to simply neglect the potential and reality of
modern information and communication technology in health systems, especially with the
demands of younger patients and potential patients for appropriate information and the
opportunity for interaction. This leads to the fact that
on the internet there are countless health information resources available on websites and platforms,
which unfortunately are not always correct and in
many cases they are either misleading or just plainly
wrong. For example, it is well known that WIKIPEDIA
is regularly consulted for health related information,
however very few people will consider the fact that
WIKIPEDIA is a totally open information portal with
no real quality control and is not run by professional
health experts, doctors etc. This may lead to the fact
that the information available on WIKIPEDIA about a
particular disease is either totally wrong or at best incomplete. Information sources that are
remote can result in a patient eventually arriving at a doctor’s surgery or hospital with incomplete, untrustworthy or incorrect information about their symptoms, diseases and medical
conditions, possible forms of treatment, consequences etc.
However, in today’s Europe it is impossible to simply neglect the potential and reality of
modern information and communication technology in health systems, especially with the
demands of younger patients and potential patients for appropriate information and the
opportunity for interaction. This leads to the fact that on the internet there are countless
health information resources available on websites and platforms, which unfortunately are
not always correct and in many cases they are either misleading or just plainly wrong. For example,  it is well known that WIKIPEDIA is regularly consulted for health related information,
however very few people will consider the fact that WIKIPEDIA is a totally open information
portal with no real quality control and is not run by professional health experts, doctors etc.
This may lead to the fact that the information available on WIKIPEDIA about a particular
disease is either totally wrong or at best incomplete. Information sources that are remote
can result in a patient eventually arriving at a doctor’s surgery or hospital with incomplete,
untrustworthy or incorrect information about their symptoms, diseases and medical conditions, possible forms of treatment, consequences etc.
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The response to this can be the development of credible online information and learning
resources about health matters provided by a trusted local health partner, which appears
to be an appropriate and important solution. Such resources can also aid the communication of learning and information between patients and potential patients with health service providers (including with individual staff members) and with doctors in the community
(general practitioners). The modern communication technologies around web 2.0 and its
next generations do allow for a number of swift and uncomplicated communication methods
between individuals and health systems. Making use of these possibilities for communication between patients and health service providers for conveying information about health
issues, procedures, questions, quick consultations etc. would be an important step forward
in reducing the pressure on health organisations.
How such an information and learning platform, provided by a local hospital using
modern web 2.0 technology, to inform patients and interested members of the public about health issues and relevant local topics can become a reality and how such
an approach can be technically, methodologically and didactically managed, originating from one master platform level that is developed according to the wishes
of patients and health care staff, was the aim of the H.E.-L.P. co-operation project.
The following guidelines and quality standards should provide an overview of the important issues to be considered when establishing an information platform for patients and
potential patients as well as for the staff of local health providers (e.g. hospitals, rehabilitation centres, resident doctors etc.). Moreover, the guidelines will also provide information
about how to use the master platform developed by the H.E.-L.P. project for this purpose
within your health organisation.
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2. THE H.E.-L.P. PROJECT
The H.E.-L.P. Project – Hospitals E-Learning Information Exchange Portal - has been carried
out by a transnational partnership of eight organisations from seven European countries.
The project partnership consisted of:
AT DE FI -		
IT -		
IT -		
EL TR 		
SE -

Landeskrankenhaus Bruck/Mur (District Hospital)
INIT Developments Ltd (European consultancy organisation)
Karier Oy (Small health consultancy and support organisation)
Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Ospedali Riuniti Ancona (University hospital)
ASUR Marche (Regional health care provider)
National School of Public Heath (Higher education organisation)
Ankara Provincial Health Directorate (Health care provider for the municipality
of Ankara)
Jonköping Business School (Higher education organisation)

All eight partners co-operated on the H.E.-L.P. project from 1st January 2011 to 31st March
2013, a total project duration of 27 months.
In response to the previously mentioned challenges being faced by European health systems, the H.E.-L.P. project envisaged four major objectives:
1.

raising awareness of the crucial role of learning and information in today’s and
tomorrow’s health systems

2.

exploration of web 2.0 features for communication between hospitals and patients

3.

development of an information and learning platform for hospitals and patients as a
core project element

4.

mainstreaming of results and the sharing of good practice experiences.

The main thrust of the project’s work was aimed at Objective Three, developing an information and learning platform for hospitals and patients focussing on the needs and requirements
of the target group as well as including the potential offered by web 2.0 features and social
web applications to improve the communication and information exchange between patients
and health organisations.
The approach taken by the H.E.-L.P. project for the development and mainstreaming of the
information and learning platform can moreover also be seen as innovative and implemented
the following steps:
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Investigation and research concerning requirements,
learning and information content as well as didactical
(information design) setup as requested by patients and
health care providers.
Creation of a general master version based on the needs
identified from patients and health care providers on
using a customisable and open content management
system.
Transfer of the master version to single health care organisations in the different partner countries. Adaptation
and completion of the localised version for the single hospital or health care provider with locally relevant content
and at the same time sharing relevant common content
with other localised version and / or the master version.
Translation of the localised version (full content translation) into English and the two most widely spoken minority languages in the respective partner country (based on statistical evidence about minority languages spoken
in each partner country).
Testing of the localised version with patients and hospital staff in a comprehensive pilot testing phase.
Finalisation of the localised version on the basis of the feedback received as well as through
continuous updating and content management.
The core innovation behind the project process is considered to be the step from a general
master version that is based upon the research results and is in accordance with the needs
and requirements of patients and hospital staff, which does basically restrict the scope for
setting up the learning platform in terms of the information design requested by users, to a
platform that provides greater scope for adaption to local requirements, content, pictures,
videos and any other multimedia content which might be of interest.
Examples from the H.E.-L.P. project clearly show that the information and learning
platform can be successfully used for departments of general surgery in a district hospital, for an ear, nose and throat clinic in a large town hospital, for a polyclinic treating
general health cases as well as for presenting relevant health organisations and describing clinical pathways. Partners from AT, IT, GR, FI and TR all successfully used the H.E.L.P. information and learning platform for a local health organisation and have shown
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the broad possibilities and high relevance of the H.E.-L.P. outputs for a wide range of
health organisations. The following links provide local examples of H.E.-L.P.
www.he-lp-austria.eu
www.he-lp-italy.eu
www.he-lp-finland.eu
www.he-lp-greece.eu
www.he-lp-turkey.eu
More general information about the H.E.L.P. project can be obtained by visiting the
project website at www.he-lp.eu
The experiences gained within the partnership whilst implementing the H.E.-L.P. project, particularly during the research and
development phases of the information and learning platform, form the basis of the following guidelines.
The guidelines and quality standards presented focus on these main objectives:
Presentation of experiences and research results concerning the needs of patients, potential patients and hospital staff in terms of information and learning by using modern
information and communication technologies.
Presentation of the H.E.-L.P. master version setup for further use.
Step by step introduction to the customisation possibilities of the H.E.-L.P. master version
in order to localise information and to create your own information and learning platform.
Information about lessons learnt and about possible problems and challenges (together
with possible solutions) when implementing an information and learning platform for patients and hospital staff.
For further information about using H.E.-L.P. for your local health organisation please do
contact one of the project partners via the project website www.he-lp.eu
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3.

WHAT PATIENTS AND HOSPITAL STAFF REALLY
WANT – RESULTS FROM EMPIRICAL RESEARCH

During the implementation of the H.E.-L.P. project the whole partnership conducted an
empirical survey with patients, potential patients, hospital staff (doctors, nursing staff, and
management) as well as with IT experts to find out about the basic needs of the target
groups when developing a communication, learning and information platform for local
health organisations. The main reason for the survey was to find out what form the basic
general structure should take and to obtain hints concerning the information design that
is needed by the potential users.
The full results of the H.E.-L.P. survey are available to download from the project website at
www.he-lp.eu; however at this stage some main criteria will be presented here as they can
act as guidelines and quality standards for every information platform developed in the
health sphere. What patients, potential patients and hospital staff really want:
Similar views: the research conducted in the seven partner countries and even beyond
showed quite clearly that the needs and requirements of patients, potential patients as
well as hospital staff in relation to an information and learning platform provided by a local
health organisation are quite similar. The topics and issues they wish to be informed about
and learn more about are closely related, and the preferred features for communication
between patients and hospitals are also quite similar. However when it comes using web
2.0 tools for   communication, hospital staff appear to be quite critical, since using web
2.0 for any information and communication purposes requires time which is not available
in the schedule of a hospital’s normal daily business. Nevertheless, when setting up an
information platform and providing a tool for mutual IT based communication, it can be
assumed that one singe tool will be able to largely satisfy both target groups (hospitals and
the outside world).
There are basically five main topics which were identified as being of greatest interest to
patients and potential patients for a learning and information platform. Patients want to
learn and be informed about:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

general healthy lifestyle topics
diagnosis methods
medical treatment / diseases treated by the particular health institution
care and rehabilitation services
general information about the health care provider / hospital in relation to
organisational issues.
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General healthy lifestyle topics should focus on the main issues of physical health, mental
health, nutrition, stress and burn out syndrome, depression and other mental illnesses.
Patients responded very clearly that all of these are extremely important issues and all
health organisations should provide general information about the prevention of diseases
before describing their capabilities for diagnosing or treating the conditions. Patients and
potential patients, but also hospital staff, do greatly value the responsibility of every health
organisation to assist in preventing ill health.
Diagnosis possibilities and methods
should be presented in a way that
is relevant to the patient. Most importantly: is the method dangerous?
What personal risks are attached to it?
Does it hurt? Is there actual pain with
a particular method? How long does it
take? How secure / valid is the method
(e.g. stomach x-ray compared to colonoscopy)? Patients and potential patients also want to be informed about
how much the diagnosis will cost, if
this is a relevant topic within a particular country’s health system? Moreover
there may be a wish to raise questions directly related to single diagnosis methods as well as
to book an appointment for a diagnosis via the online platform.
Medical treatment possibilities: similar questions are raised and learning content is required. Besides this it would be important to present the main diseases which are treated
by a particular health organisation / department. In this respect it is crucially important
that information is presented in a non-scientific way, which may appear to be very difficult for medical staff to do. For this reason it is recommended that a non-medical person writes and develops the learning content, which is then proofread by an expert for
basic scientific accuracy. Patients need information in a form they can read and understand and which lies somewhere between scientific articles and some Wikipedia material.
Another important factor when developing and presenting learning content for patients
and potential patients, but also for the non-medical staff in a health organisation, is the topic
of fear, which needs to be analysed and treated carefully. Everyone is afraid of pain, bad diagnosis results, putting themselves in the hands of another person while an operation is performed etc. It is believed, and results from the pilot implementation of the H.E.-L.P. platforms
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show, that the most important solution for reducing fears is providing solid and understandable information about all relevant issues. Explaining procedures in an operating theatre,
showing pictures or videos about treatments, trying not to hide any issues behind walls or
silence are important factors. This should be considered when developing any health related
content and implementing online and IT based information platforms for health organisations.
Offering the opportunity to ask questions about any medical treatment topic online is additionally important in reducing fears and allows for the swift clarification of questions.
Care and rehabilitation topics: in the survey carried out it turned out that care and rehabilitation is a topic which is more important to patients and potential patients than it is to hospital
staff. However, for this reason it is important to present helpful content about these areas on a
health organisation’s online platform. Patients wish to received information about how the care
and rehabilitation process in a health organisation, or even beyond the organisation, is structured. The co-operation between care and medical treatment in one unified process is particularly interesting for patients and should be shown in some form on the learning platform. In
addition the same rules concerning fears apply to this area. Solid, comprehensive and understandable information about processes and activities is the only way to reduce fears and raise
the confidence that patients and potential patients have in the process and the organisation.
In terms of general information, patients, potential patients as well as hospital staff wish to receive information and learning content about the health organisation itself. This may be concerning opening hours, visiting hours, facilities and services available for patients and visitors etc.
Despite the possibilities offered by modern information and communication technologies,
patients, potential patients and also hospital staff rated the text format as the most important way of transferring information and learning content. This of course should be well supported by pictures, graphics, audio and video material, but the main
part of information and learning platforms should remain text based.
Patients and potential patients would prefer different options for
online interaction and communication with health organisations;
however this is the only factor where the opinions of patients and
health organisations differ from each other. Whilst patients are very
much in favour of online interaction to raise question, make appointments, receive results etc. health organisations in most of the countries are more reluctant to explore these possibilities. This is due to
many reasons and must be evaluated by each health organisation
seeking to set up an information, learning and communication platform on the basis of the H.E.-L.P. experiences and results. Some guideline questions could possibly support the decision making process:
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1. Do we have the time to deal with online communication? Online communication about health questions and issues do only make sense if they are going to be
answered within a short period of time. This will require the health organisation to
provide the necessary resources (doctors or nursing staff need to be online answering questions).
2. Is it technically possible? Of course online communication using interfaces to book
appointments, raise questions and run an online chat about health issues are technically possible. However, very often health organisations are embedded in large
IT solutions running complex information systems, using difficult firewall systems,
attributing different communication rights to different users etc. Given these local
IT systems, the question of whether it is technically possible should therefore be
addressed.
3. Is it legally possible? Online communication about private health issues, results of
diagnosis, treatment, medication etc. is in many countries an issue involving privacy
and data protection regulations. Regular and frequently used online communication
systems like chat rooms etc. certainly do not offer the required privacy rules in relation to national data protection laws. In different European countries, models are in
place or are undergoing testing which do respect privacy and data protection laws
and that offer online consultations (e.g. www.1177.se)
4. Is it forensically possible? Online consultations on health issues do always create
problems and discussions about forensic topics. How is it possible to give a view or
an initial diagnosis about a health condition without seeing the patient? Is online
consultation (e.g. on the basis of completed tests) forensically possible or problematic in your country? Will doctors working in your health organisation carry the
responsibility?
5. What is your personal cost-benefit ratio? Running online communication and consultation does of course cost money in terms of IT based solutions (particularly when
privacy and data protection should be fully guaranteed) and mainly in terms of staff
costs for maintaining the communication process. On the other hand it might be the
case that patients or potential patients will not need to visit the health care provider
if they receive a good service from the online facility, thus lowering in-house running
costs. On the other hand how will the online consultation service be paid for by public
health insurance companies?
All the results and deductions from the research undertaken as well as from the practical
development of the information and learning platform for patients, potential patients and
health organisations should be used as basic tips for all considerations related to platform
and system development.
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The H.E.-L.P. project partners (who can be contacted directly via the project website
www.he-lp.eu) are available to offer further support.
The master version of H.E.-L.P. has been developed and established in response to the
identified requirements and needs of potential users. This master version is at the same
time restricted to the information design setup that encompasses the identified needs,
but on the other hand it is flexible enough to be adapted to single health organisations
for national / local versions. Content (in every electronic format) can be adapted, added
and deleted, translated and edited. This makes H.E.-L.P. a very flexible and easy to use instrument. The technical platform is built on an open source content management system
(Drupal) which allows free use, excellent documentation and broad support.
The master version of H.E.-L.P., which is the basis for all customised / localised versions for
any health organisation, is attached to this handbook and can also be downloaded via the
project website (www.he-lp.eu).
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4.

H.E.-L.P. FOR YOU! – USING H.E.-L.P. FOR 		
YOUR HEALTH ORGANISATION

If you wish to use H.E.-L.P. for your own health organisation and provide your patients,
potential patients as well as staff with a learning and information platform about health
issues, then certain steps and activities will be necessary. These are presented on the following pages.
Running H.E.-L.P. for your health organisation basically requires two separate roles:
a) Administrator
b) Editor
It is recommended to have only one administrator, who effectively has full rights
to install and also remove all of the information and the learning platform. The
administrator should have solid skills in setting up web-based content management systems and should be confident working with PHP and MySQL databases.
In addition to the administrator it is possible to appoint as many editors as you wish. Editors have the right to change, delete, adapt, translate and input content but do not have
access to the core structure of the platform and the database. Editors could be doctors,
nursing staff, administrative staff in the health organisation, patients, external experts etc.
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4.1 ADMINISTRATORS’ GUIDELINES
FOR THE HE-LP PORTAL
These guidelines aim to assist you in installing, adjusting and maintaining the health information portal H.E.-L.P. This chapter is addressed to administrators only!
Any clinic, hospital or country health organisation can install its own copy of H.E.L.P. The different copies are stand-alone and are in no way connected to each other.
One installation of H.E.-L.P. cannot cover the individual needs of two separate hospitals, as it is only designed to provide information about one establishment
.
The text is divided into three sections:
1.
2.
3.

Installing HE-LP
Adjusting HE-LP
Maintaining HE-LP

HE-LP runs on the CMS (content management system) Drupal. For all questions not covered
by these guidelines, see the Drupal documentation at http://drupal.org/documentation/!
Definitions:
In the following text, H.E.-L.P. is referred to as “the website”. “User” relates to anyone with
an account, which can mean administrators as well as editors.
INSTALLING H.E.-L.P.
What do I need to install H.E.-L.P.?
To install H.E.-L.P. you need web hosting space that offers PHP and at least one MySQL
database. Make sure the transfer limits are generous.
Where can I download the H.E.-L.P. package?
The H.E.-L.P.zip can be downloaded from http://he-lp.eu/download/help-release.zip
The zip file contains two archives: help-release-cms and help-release-sql.
help-release-cms
This is the custom Drupal install.
help-release-sql
This is the complete package of the MySQL database, containing all data necessary for the
custom install.
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How do I install HE-LP?
1. Install release-cms in the root directory of the web server (for example /www).
2. Create a new database called stage_help.
3. Create a user account with permission to access the database.
4. Import help-release-sql using any MySQL tool.
5. Edit settings.php and enter the username, the password and the SQL server you are
going to be using to access the database. All fields to be changed are marked inside
the file with “**”, as in
**USER**.
ADJUSTING H.E.-L.P.
You need to tweak H.E.-L.P. a little before starting to use it.
Users
Once you have installed H.E.-L.P. the website should be accessible via the address of the
web server. Initially, there are 2 users:
a) admin/admin
b) editor/editor
For security reasons, the administrator should change the passwords for these users the
first time he or she logs in. You should also provide real e-mail addresses for them.
Languages
To make H.E.-L.P. user friendly you should disable languages that are not necessary.
1.
Go to <website>/admin/config/regional/language
2.
Disable the languages you will not need.
MAINTAINING H.E.-L.P.
Back-up
Make sure the system is backed-up regularly. If your web host does not do this then you
should see to it yourself. It is also good practice to back-up H.E.-L.P. just before and just
after any major changes.
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Updates
Either the core CMS or some of the modules we used will be updated regularly by their
developers to add new features or to correct errors. It is important that administrators
keep the H.E.-L.P. setup up-to-date in order to always be running the most secure and best
functioning version of the software. By visiting the page: /admin/reports/updates/update
(also accessible via the administrative menus) it is possible to see a list of which modules
need updating.
To start the update select the modules via the checkboxes and click the “Download these
updates” button.
More information is available on the Drupal website.
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4.2. EDITORS’ GUIDELINES FOR
THE HE-LP PORTAL
These guidelines aim to assist you in installing, adjusting and maintaining the health information portal H.E.-L.P. The system has two user categories: a) administrators, i.e. technicians responsible for the setup and running of the system, and b) authenticated users
(“editors”), i.e. medical or administrative staff responsible for maintaining the content.
This section is addressed to editors only.
Any clinic, hospital or country health system can install its own copy of H.E.-L.P. The copies
are stand-alone and are in no way connected to each other.
The text is divided into two sections:
1. User accounts
2. Managing the website
H.E.-L.P. runs on the CMS (content management system) Drupal. For all questions not covered by these guidelines, see the Drupal documentation at http://drupal.org/documentation/!
Definitions
In the following text, H.E.-L.P. is referred to as “the website”. “User” relates to anyone with
an account, which can mean administrators as well as editors.
USER ACCOUNTS
In order to log onto the website or to make any changes you need to be a registered user,
i.e. have an account. There are two types of users: administrators and editors.
Administrators
Administrators are responsible for setting up the system and ensuring that it runs smoothly. Usually there is only one administrator per website. Once the system is installed, the
administrator can create accounts for editors. Anyone with an administrator’s account can
change everything on the website, from the general structure down to text.
Editors
Editors are responsible for the text content of the website. This means two things in particular:
a) translating and adjusting the initial content to fit the needs of the specific clinic/
hospital/country health system
b) develop and publish new learning content
c) keep the content updated.
Editors can add, change or delete text and images on the website.
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How are new accounts created?
All accounts are set up by the administrator. Editors cannot create new accounts.
How do I log in?
Go to the URL of your HE-LP installation followed by /user/login and enter your username
and password.
How do I change my details or settings?
All users can change the details about themselves (username, password, e-mail address
and picture) and their settings (language settings, contact settings and local settings).
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to your home page. This is the first page you see when you log in.
If you are already logged in, you will find your home page by clicking Hello [you] in
the top right corner.
Select Edit.
Change your details or settings.
NB: For security reasons, you need to enter your current password in order to
change your password or e-mail address.
Click Save.

How do I cancel my account?
All users can cancel their own account. Only the administrator can cancel the accounts of
other users.
1. Go to your home page. This is the first page you see when you log in (see 1.2).
If you are already logged in, you can find your home page by clicking Hello [you] in
the top right corner.
2. Choose Edit.
3. Click Cancel Account.
4. Confirm by clicking Cancel Account.
MANAGING THE WEBSITE
Editors can manage the website’s content and menus.
Content
Content refers to all types of text, images and media on the web site. Content can be found
in the main column as well as in the side columns.
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Menus
“Menus” refers to all menus on the website; the main menu as well as the sub-menus in
the side columns.
Content
All users can add, edit, publish, unpublish, translate and delete website content.
Add content
More content can be added to the website. Editors are allowed to add the content types
Articles, Departments (hospital wards) and Web forms. All other types of content are added by the administrator.
Edit content
The website comes with all content already in English. The text is then meant to be translated into the local language of the hospital. This is done by editing the original texts, not by
using the Translate function. Furthermore, the information on the website is not designed
to be static. Editors will need to regularly change the content in order to keep it up to date.
Publish / unpublish content
Editors can choose to save new content without immediately publishing it. This is useful
when working on a text that is not quite finished or needs to be approved by someone. It
is also possible to remove previously published content.
Translate content
In addition to the main language, it is also possible to translate the content of the website
into minority languages. Visitors can then read the website in the language of their choice.
Delete content
Content that is no longer required can be removed permanently. This cannot be undone.
Editors are only allowed to delete their own content.
Where do I go to manage content?
There are two ways to access content management:
The content administration view
Use the content administration view to add, edit, translate, publish, unpublish or delete
content. You find the content administration view by clicking Content in the top left corner.
To leave the administration view, click on the house image next to Content.
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Shortcuts
Whilst browsing the website, a logged in user can also click Edit or Translate on top of each
block of text in order to go directly to the editing or translating view. Similarly, to edit the
texts in the side bars, you click on the top right gearwheel icon and choose Configure.
How do I add content?
1. Click Content in the top left corner.
2. Click the Add new content link.
3. Choose the type of content you wish to add.
• “Article” is for information on specific diseases.
• “Department” is for information on departments within the local hospital.
• “Webform” creates a new form or questionnaire.
4. Fill in the form.
• Title: The title of the new page.
• Language: Language neutral or your local language.
• Body: The body text.
• For Department: Phone number: The department’s phone number.
• For Department: Visiting hours: The department’s visiting hours.
• For Department: Email: The department’s e-mail address (if any).
• For Article: Tags: Key words related to the article. Separate the key words with a
   comma.
No particular order is required.
• For Article: Image:
i. Click Browse and choose the file you want to use in the article.
ii. Click Upload.
iii. Enter an alternative text and a title for the image.
iv. Click Insert.
v. In the Body textbox, drag the image to the place where you want it to be.
5. Menu settings
• Check Provide a menu link.
• Enter a menu link title.
6. Revision information: Not used.
7. URL path settings: Not used.
8. Comment settings: Not used.
9. Authoring information: Not used.
10. Publishing options
• Uncheck Published if you do not want the page to show up immediately. You
can change this later.
11. Click Save.
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How do I edit content?
1. Go to the Edit view
2. Find the page you wish to edit and click Edit.
3. Make the changes you wish.
4. Click Save.
How do I publish or unpublish content?
1. Click Content in the top left corner.
2. Find the page you wish to publish or unpublish and click Edit.
3. Click Publishing Options.
4. Check Published if you wish to publish the page.
Uncheck Published if you wish to unpublish the page.
5. Click Save.
Editors can unpublish all content but only re-publish their own.
Contact an administrator to publish other unpublished content!
How do I translate content?
Content can be translated into minority languages. With the installation of the system
you automatically get dummy texts in English. These are not supposed to be translated
into your local language, but rather to be edited.
1. Go to the Translate view (see above).
2. Find the target language for the translation and click Add Translation.
3. Enter the text in the new language.
4. Click Save.
How do I delete content?
1. Click Content in the top left corner.
2. Find the page you wish to delete and click Delete.
3. Confirm by clicking Delete.
How do I add, change or delete images?
Images are connected with the text where they are shown. For example, the image of the
Hospital Sigma belongs to the text named “Hospital Sigma”.
1. Click Content in the top left corner.
2. Find the page that is connected with the image you wish to add, change or delete
and click Edit.
3. Scroll down to Image.
4. Remove the old image by clicking Remove.
Add a new image by clicking Browse…, choosing an image and then click Upload.
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5. Click Save.
Make sure you have the right to use any image that is uploaded onto the website!
How do I edit the slideshow on the front page?
1. Click Content in the top left corner.
2. Find the slideshow and click Edit.
3. To delete an image from the slideshow, scroll down to it and click Remove.
4. To add a new image to the slideshow, scroll down to Add a new file and upload the
new image.
5. To change the order of the images, drag them around by the crosses in their upper
left corners
OR change their row weighting – the higher the number, the earlier the image.
6. Click Save.
How do I add video to a page?
All H.E.-L.P. videos are stored in a joint account at Vimeo.com. Therefore hospitals can
share videos and save on bandwidth. 500 MB of data can be uploaded each week.
1. Go to http://www.vimeo.com
2. Click Log In
3. Create your own Vimeo account
4. To upload a video:
a. Click Upload a video.
b. Click Choose a File to upload…
c. Chose a video file.
d. Click Open.
e. Add a title and a description.
5. To use an uploaded video:
a. Click My Stuff.
b. Click the video you want to use.
c. Click Embed in the top right corner of the video.
d. Copy the code from the “Get the Embed Code” box.
e. Go to the page where you wish the video to be.
f. Paste the code where the video should go.
How do I create a map of my local hospital area?
You need a Google account to create a Google map.
1. Log in to your Google account.
2. Go to Gmaps.
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Click on Create map.
Use the tools to pinpoint sites of interest.
Follow the interactive instructions.
Export a customised map (there is a pop-up for this), setting its width to 600px.
Copy and paste the Google code into the page at /hospital/map.

MENUS
Where do I go to manage Menus?
1. Hold the mouse pointer over the menu.
2. Click the gearwheel in the top right corner and choose List Links.
How do I add a menu item to a menu?
If you wish to add new content and make it appear in the menu
1. Hold the mouse pointer over the menu.
2. Click the gearwheel in the top right corner and choose List Links.
3. Click Add Link.
4. Fill out the form:
• Menu link title: The title of the new menu item
• Path: The URL the menu item should link to
• Language: The language you are working with.
5. Click Save.
How do I translate a menu?
Before you translate menu items, you need to enable translations for that particular
menu.
1. Click the gearwheel in the top right corner and choose Configure.
2. Click the Languages box.
3. Check Make this block translatable.
4. Click Save.
To translate a menu item, do the following:
1. Click the gearwheel in the top right corner and choose List links.
2. Click Edit for the menu item you wish to translate.
3. Click Translate.
4. Find the target language for the translation and click Translate.
5. Change the title.
6. Click Save.
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How do I configure the Twitter feed?
1. Click the gearwheel in the top right corner of the Twitter column and choose Con
figure.
2. Change what you want to change.
3. Click Save block.
Version history
Drupal saves previous versions of articles and allows you to go back to any of them in
case of errors or changes.
To access a previous version, do the following:
1. Go to the article whilst logged in and click on the Revision link. A list of all availab
le revisions will pop up.
2. Choose the one you wish to revert to and click Revert in case you wish to reinstate
it.
Linking
H.E.-L.P. is designed to be a reliable source of information. Therefore, it is important to
ensure that all external links go to authoritative websites of high quality. Please consider
all linking carefully.
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5.

EXAMPLES OF ACTUAL H.E.-L.P.
PLATFORMS

AUSTRIA: www.he-lp-austria.eu
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ITALY: www.he-lp-italy.eu
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GREECE: www.he-lp-greece.eu
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TURKEY: www.he-lp-turkey.eu
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FINLAND: www.he-lp-finland.eu
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6. QUALITY CRITERIA FOR MODERN IT BASED INFORMATION,
LEARNING AND COMMUNICATION PLATFORMS
The H.E.-L.P. project partnership has worked on the issue of setting up a customisable learning and information platform for more than two years. In the course of the individual developmental steps a vast number of portals, platforms, websites and online content were
investigated and analysed. The experience gained from developing the platform as well as
from its broad testing by representatives of the target group in four European countries
has contributed to the collection of relevant quality criteria for information and learning
platforms. For a health organisation seeking to create a suitable and relevant information
and learning platform, the following criteria should be considered:
QUALITY CRITERIA

YES

Does the platform offer real learning opportunities?
-

Learning is more than just providing information

-

Does the platform present content in such a way that it can
be remembered, retained etc.?

-

Does the content provided on the platform give concrete
examples from the everyday lives of potential users?

-

Does the platform allow reflective learning e.g. to raise
questions, complete tests, give feedback?

-

Does the platform provide learning opportunities related to
the prevention of diseases and healthy lifestyle issues?

-

Does the platform provide learning opportunities related to
diagnosis methods?

-

Does the platform provide learning opportunities related to
medical treatment?

-

Does the platform provide learning opportunities related to
care and rehabilitation issues?

Is the content of the platform relevant to the target group?
-

Does the platform mention the main target groups being
addressed?

-

Is the complexity and wording of content relevant and
understandable for the target group?

-

Is the presentation of pictures, videos and other content
relevant to the target group?
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NO

-

Is the content available in different languages and also in
English? (Only parts of it or the whole platform content?
Also the videos, if available?)

Is the general content quality good?
-

How is the quality of the text (mistakes, incomplete
sentences etc.)?

-

How is the picture quality?

-

How is the video quality?

-

How is the audio quality?

-

How is the quality of graphics?

-

Do all texts, pictures, videos etc. clearly support the topic?

How are the communication facilities offered by the platform?
-

Does the platform offer more than one way of contacting the
health organisation?

-

Does the platform offer non-synchronous communication
facilities (email, contact form etc.)?

-

Does the platform offer synchronous communication facilities
(chat room, blog, twitter feed etc.)?

-

Does the platform allow for SMS reminders for appointments
made?

-

How quick are response times to questions raised?

Does the platform use web 2.0 features for communication and
learning?
-

Does the platform use twitter feeds?

-

Does the platform use facebook feeds?

-

Does the platform use blogs?

-

Does the platform use other web 2.0 tools (e.g. RSS feeds etc.)?

How is the technical / information design quality of the platform?
-

How long does it take to find required information?
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-

How many steps are needed to find relevant information and
learning content?

-

How long does it take to display a page?

-

How long does it take to display a picture?

-

How long does it take to display a video?

-

Does the platform mention the persons responsible for content and technical setup?

-

Does the platform mention the date of the most recent
update?

-

Is it possible to display the platform contents appropriately
on different devices (e.g. PCs, tablet PCs, smartphones)?

-

Is it possible to access the platform using different browsers
(e.g. Firefox, Internet Explorer, Safari)?

-

Is it possible to return to the main page from every subpage
with just one click?

-

Are styles also maintained on the subpages (fonts, colours,
page setup etc.)?

-

Is navigation well supported by graphics, symbols etc.?

This checklist does of course only list some of the quality criteria relevant for information
and learning platforms. However, on the basis of the experiences gained during the implementation of the H.E.-L.P. project it turned out that these are the ones that are most relevant to the purpose of the project and their consideration will guarantee the development
of a solid and relevant platform.
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7. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS, REQUIREMENTS
AND CHALLENGES IN E-HEALTH
During the implementation of the H.E.-L.P. project over more than two years, the central focus has been on the subjects of e-health, health information and learning online as well as
online communication between health systems and patients, and over this period the whole
project has been continuously confronted by general considerations and challenges related
to implementing e-health systems in modern Europe. As these challenges will also be faced
by each and every single user or health organisation wishing to set up an e-based health service, it appears important to dedicate the final chapter of this handbook to this topic.
In the field of e-health during the last 10 or 15 years what is technically possible has developed much faster than what is ethically and legally desirable and possible. Considerations and research studies on ethics in e-health have been emerging from the beginning
of the new century and over the last few years they have developed their own particular
dynamics, resulting in so called electronic health records (EHRs) being discussed and which
in fact have already been partially introduced in some European member countries.
As early as 2000 the e-Health Ethics Initiative in the USA (http://www.ihealthcoalition.org) published a code of ethics about providing e-health services. This code of
ethics goes beyond the respect of data protection laws but gives some clear recommendations about what should be considered when developing e-health services in
general. The code of ethics for e-health services has eight guiding principles, which
should be respected by every health organisation providing online services:
1. Candour: websites  and online material should clearly indicate:
•
who owns or has a significant financial interest in the site or service
•
what the purpose of the site or service is (for example, whether it is solely educa
tional, sells health products or services, or offers personal medical care or advice)
•
any relationship (financial, professional, personal or other) that a reasonable
person would believe likely to influence his or her perception of the information,
products, or services offered by the site.
2. Honesty: websites and online material should be clear in:
•
all content used to promote the sale of health products or services
•
any claims about the efficiency, performance or benefits of products or services.
3. Quality: particularly for health related websites, users and visitors do have the right
to receive appropriate and high quality information. Health organisations have a huge
responsibility in this respect. Therefore sites and online materials should:
•
evaluate information rigorously and fairly, including information used to descri
be products or services
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•
•
•
•

provide information that is consistent with the best available evidence
ensure that when personalised medical care or advice is provided that this care
or advice is given by a qualified practitioner
indicate clearly whether information is based on scientific studies, expert con
sensus, or professional or personal experience or opinion
acknowledge that some issues are controversial and, when this is the case, make
every effort to present all reasonable views in a fair and balanced way (for ##
example, advise users that there are alternative treatments for a particular
health condition, such as surgery or radiation for prostate cancer).

4. Informed consent: with every online platform or set of materials it is basically possible
to gather user data and information at different levels and degrees of accuracy. Users
should be made aware of this and should be able to choose whether their personal
data is collected or not. For this reason sites and web materials should inform users:
• that there are potential risks to users’ privacy on the Internet (for example, that
other organisations or individuals may be able to collect personal data when
someone visits a site, without that site’s knowledge; or that some jurisdictions
(such as the European Union) protect privacy more stringently than others
• what data is being collected when users visit the site (for example, data about
which parts of the site the user visited, or the user’s name and email address, or
specific data about the user’s health or online purchases)
• who is collecting that data (for example, the site itself, or a third party)
• how the site will use that data (for example, to help the site provide better
services to users, as part of a scientific study, or to provide personalised medical
care or advice)
• whether the site knowingly shares data with other organisations or individuals
and if so, what data it shares
• what consequences there may be when a visitor refuses to give personal data
(for example, the site may not be able to tailor the information it provides to the
visitor’s particular needs, or the visitor may not have access to all areas of the site).
5. Privacy: users of e-health services have the right that the data they give will be kept
confidential. Consequences of data misuse can be very severe, therefore e-health
services online should:
• take all reasonable steps to prevent unauthorised access to or use of personal
data (such as by “encrypting” data, protecting files with passwords, or using appropriate security software for all transactions involving users’ personal medical or
financial data)
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• make it easy for users to review personal data they have given and to update it or
correct it when appropriate
• adopt reasonable mechanisms to trace how personal data is used tell how the site
stores users’ personal data and for how long it stores that data ensure that when
personal data is “de-identified” (that is, when the user’s name, email address, or
other data that might identify him or her has been removed from the file) it cannot be linked back to the user.
6. Professionalism in online health care: all staff involved in online health care, information and learning have a huge responsibility in terms of their professional code of
ethics. Therefore services offered should:
• abide by the ethical codes that govern their professions as clients and practitioners in face-to-face relationships
• do no harm
• put the interests of patients and clients first
• protect patients’ confidentiality
• clearly disclose any sponsorship, financial incentives or other information that would
likely affect the patient’s or client’s perception of the professional’s role or the services offered
• clearly disclose what fees, if any, will be charged for the online consultation and
how payment for services is to be made
• obey the laws and regulations of relevant jurisdiction(s), including applicable laws
governing professional licensing and prescribing.
7. Responsible partnering: when providing online health services and information, organisations are not only responsible for their own content and services, but also that of
partners, sponsors and other co-operation initiatives they choose and use. Therefore
online health services should:
• make all reasonable efforts to ensure that sponsors, partners or other affiliates
abide by the relevant laws and uphold the same ethical standards as the health
service’s own website
• insist that current or prospective sponsors do not influence the way search results
are displayed for specific information on key words or topics.
And they should indicate clearly to users:
•
•

whether links to other sites are provided for information only or are endorsements of those other sites
when they are leaving the site (for example, by using transition screens).
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8. Accountability: users of e-health services must be able to trust that offers made are in
line with ethical principles and that the owners have taken every effort to use trustworthy sources of information. Therefore online offers and web material should:
• indicate clearly to users how they can contact the owner of the site or service and
/ or the party responsible for managing the site or service (for example, how to
contact specific manager(s) or customer service representatives with authority to
address problems)
• provide easy-to-use tools for visitors to give feedback about the site and the quality of its information, products, or services
• review complaints from users promptly and respond in a timely and appropriate
manner
• encourage users to notify the site’s manager(s) or customer service representatives
if they believe that a site’s commercial or non-commercial partners or affiliates,
including sites to which links are provided, may violate the law or ethical principles.
The above mentioned principles have been respected as much as possible during the development of the H.E.-L.P. learning, information and communication platforms by all project
partners. However, the most crucial element, besides the code of ethics, when establishing
e-health services is data protection. Fortunately the European Union has very strong data
protection regulations, governed by the Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC
(see: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31995L0046:en:HTML)
Moreover the European E-Privacy Directive 2002/58/EC (see: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/
LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32002L0058:en:HTML) should be considered when
providing online health services and platforms which gather and process personal data.
In addition to these two European legal frameworks there are also the existing national laws for data protection and privacy, which need to be taken into account in the
country where the online service is being established.
Throughout the whole H.E.-L.P. project implementation the ethical and legal frameworks for
e-health services accompanied all decisions and developmental steps in the project. The H.E.L.P. prototype, which is free to be used for the creation of national and local online learning
and communication platforms, does fully respect the relevant legal and ethical frameworks.
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In particular, the legal frameworks around privacy and data protection have significantly
influenced the decisions made concerning communication facilities offered as well as online consultation services provided by health organisations. The H.E.-L.P. prototype’s offers
are consistent with all protection laws. When developing the prototype further the above mentioned principles as well as the relevant European and national legal frameworks
should be fully taken into account.
The H.E.-L.P. project group
February 2013
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